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7. Connection or Disconnection? Two 
Generations in Sweden Discuss Online 
Sociality 

Sofia Johansson 
 
How does online social interaction influence everyday life? As the Internet 
becomes further embedded in day-to-day routines, socialising online is increas-
ingly popular.1 The Internet, among other things, is used to keep in touch, meet 
new friends, flirt and find solace in social groups. A current example of the 
“sociable” aspect of the medium is the intense interest in social networking sites 
such as MySpace and Facebook, which, for young people, have become crucial 
sites for managing peer networks. With these and other forms of online sociality 
becoming central to contemporary lifestyles, we are seeing a transformation of 
the way many people socialise and relate to one another.   

Following the rise of digital and mobile communication technologies, there is 
an expansive body of academic work on the social use of the Internet, with 
scholarly perspectives pending between utopian and dystopian views of its 
consequences. However, much of the empirical research has been aimed at 
specific sites for, or forms of, online social interaction, and less so on how this 
more generally is experienced on the user-level. Here, many wider questions 
concerning social relationships, everyday social practices and their relation to 
identity formations and understandings of cultural and social belonging are still 
in need of further enquiry.  

This article attempts to shed light on how ordinary people in Sweden 
experience online sociality in their everyday life. It draws on a qualitative study 
involving 16 group interviews with two generations of Swedish inhabitants living 
in Stockholm, in their late teens (about 17 years old) and in their forties and 

                                   
1 Figures from the Pew Internet and American Life Project show that while e-mail continue to 
top online activities carried out on a daily basis, other kinds of social interactions are also 
gaining in popularity. Notably, a report from 2009 (Lenhart 2009) states that online social net-
working services are used by 65 per cent of Americans aged 18-24, whereas the share of adult 
Internet users with a profile on an online social network has more than quadrupled between 
2005-2008, from eight to 35 per cent.   
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fifties (45-55 years of age), with varying social backgrounds and Internet habits.2 
The focus is not on a particular online environment, neither on narrowly 
defined or quantifiable research questions – but on overall perceptions and 
experiences of online sociality as a general trend. As Sweden is one of the top 
countries for Internet access per capita, with over 80 per cent of the general 
population having Internet access in the home in 2007, and almost 90 per cent of 
15-19 year-olds having broadband access3 – with corresponding figures even 
higher in Stockholm – this makes it an interesting case for studying social impli-
cations of the medium. Likewise, whereas the so-called “Internet generation” 
often is foregrounded in qualitative Internet research, it is valuable to take into 
account the experiences of an older generation, too, when trying to understand 
more widespread transformations to social life.  

Identity and social relationships online and offline  
Before moving on to the findings, it is useful to briefly sketch some of the 
international academic debates around the social role of the Internet. An area 
attracting considerable attention concerns identity in relation to online and off-
line relationships. At its most basic, the specific features of “computer-mediated 
communication” (CMC), as opposed to face-to-face communication, entails 
limited cues to physical activity such as facial expression and body language, 
potentially asynchronous communication, a transcendence of geography and 
one-to-many communication. These basic characteristics have been taken to 
mean a greater potential for relative anonymity within online social relations, 
greater control over self-presentation, a reliance on the written word, and a 
greater scope for socialising across national, geographical and cultural bounda-
ries – raising questions about potentials and limitations to online relationships 
and their role in the offline context.  

The fact that social determinants such as race, age and gender are not 
instantly detectable on the Internet, coupled with the potential anonymity of the 
medium, has, particularly in early research on online social activity, been seen to 
facilitate experiments with identity and self-presentation, as well as carrying 
liberating and democratizing potential. This emphasis on the distinctive nature 

                                   
2 The study is part of a larger research project, “The Role of Media for Identity and 
Democracy” involving a comparison between population samples in Stockholm and St Peters-
burg with regards to general changes in the media landscape (see anthology “Forward and 
Introduction” for details on the study). 
3 In the OECD ranking of broadband access per capita Sweden is ranked as no. 6 in the world 
(June, 2008, at: www.oecd.org/sti/ict/broadband), and Sweden was placed at the top of a 
recent ITU ranking of countries' information and communication technology development 
(March, 2009, at: www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/publications/idi/2009/index.html). This can be com-
pared with how, in the questionnaire part of the research project, nearly all of the teenagers in 
Stockholm stated they used the Internet and over 90 per cent of the adults did. For further 
statistics on Swedish Internet use, see Nordicom, at www.nordicom.gu.se. 
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of online social life was especially evident in research on “virtual worlds” around 
the mid-90s, which, analysing online cultures as separate from the day-to-day 
experiences of the participants, concentrated on questions of identity and on the 
group cultures originating from the online social interactions (Jones 1995, 1997, 
Bassett 1997). A pioneering study which however did relate the online world 
with everyday life is Sherry Turkle’s (1996) work on participants in multi-user 
domains (MUDs), where, through interviews with college students, Turkle 
conceived of virtual environments as spaces for play with multiple identities, in 
relation to relatively stable offline identities.   

Later research on the social ramifications of the Internet has however 
emphasized the interrelatedness between online and offline social relationships 
and identity formations, tending to move away from virtuality as the defining 
feature of online interactions (e.g., Miller & Slater 2000). In a study of an online 
fan community Nancy K. Baym noted that even when it comes to virtual com-
munications, these “develop affective dimensions and experiences, and these 
feelings, situated in the bodies of a group of members, do not distinguish 
between virtual and real” (2000: 205). Such a stress on the connectedness 
between the online and offline gains further relevance as the Internet becomes 
fixed within everyday life, making it difficult to maintain strict distinctions 
between the two spheres. Most online communications have, for example, been 
shown to be between people who have also met face-to-face or talked on the 
phone (Baym et al. 2004: 302), and despite the Internet’s potential for global 
contacts, the pre-dominating online contacts appear to be local, with stronger 
ties centred on pre-existing networks (boyd & Ellison 2007, Hargittai 2007). 

Likewise, such research has pointed to the need to recognise the wide variety 
of online social activities (Baym et al. 2004), for example drawing attention to 
how types of self-presentations differ in specific online environments (Tetzlaff 
2000). Following the stress on interlinkages between the online and offline, there 
has also been a greater focus on the Internet user in everyday life, with 
qualitative research on how online social environments relate to users’ day-to-
day situations. Researchers have for example looked at the offline contexts of a 
range of online social phenomena, such as online communities (Sveningsson 
2001), individual homepages (Kennedy 2006) and interactive online journals 
(Hodkinson 2007). Along with the rise of social networking sites there have also 
been efforts to study how young users experience these. danah boyd (2007) 
argues that teenagers use these sites to seek autonomy from teachers and 
parents, whereas Livingstone (2008), likewise, found in an interview study with 
teenagers opportunities for creative exploration of self-expression and intimacy, 
but also the risk of privacy invasion.  

However, while research on users of specific online phenomena is necessary 
for a differentiated understanding of Internet use, it tends to leave out less fre-
quent and older Internet users, and has provided less scope for qualitative 
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questions of online sociality as an overall trend – impacting both on those who 
engage with it and those who do not. Here, although there are some notable 
explorations into on how “ordinary” people create meanings around the Internet 
in general (e.g., Bakardijeva 2003, 2005, McMillan & Morisson 2006), there are 
thus openings for further research on how social activities on the Internet 
interconnect to shape experiences of social relationships, identity-formations 
and social practices in everyday life.    

The community debate 
Another focal, and related, strand of analyses of online social interaction 
concerns how the Internet is changing community structures. Contemporary 
society has been linked to a loosening of traditional communities, such as the 
neighbourhood and the family (Giddens 1990: 55-63, Bauman 2001), with the 
rise of online communication often considered part of this transformation (e.g., 
Castells 2001). In studies of the Internet, the concept of community has there-
fore been something of a “buzz word”, with researchers arguing both that the 
Internet destroys offline community structures and provides opportunities for 
new kinds of social belongings  (see Fernback 2007: 50-55, for an overview of the 
concept of community in Internet studies). 

A particularly heated dispute regards whether online communication 
alienates individuals from the safety and responsibilities of “genuine” or 
“authentic” communities (Hodkinson 2007: 625-626). Critics argue that the 
Internet provides a cold and asocial setting for human relations, which, apart 
from uprooting individuals from their local contexts, contributes to disengaging, 
superficial kinds of socializing. Kevin Robins and Frank Webster (1999) illus-
trate this standpoint when painting a broad picture of “cyberspace” as anti-social 
and anti-political, and describing the development of virtual existence as “a 
perverse tendency, inherent in modern culture, towards detachment from reality 
and the loss of experiental engagement with the world” (ibid: 239). Similar 
arguments about online communication as harmful to community have been 
considered in psychological research perspectives, too. The so-called theory of 
problematic Internet use, for instance, links Internet use to negative psycho-
social consequences, making the assumption that it may harm individuals’ 
abilities to form deep and lasting attachments to others. Using this hypothesis, 
Robert Kraut et al. (1998) found that scales of loneliness and depression in-
creased with the amount of time a person spent online, spurring on enquiry into 
compulsive aspects of Internet use.4  

                                   
4 In a follow-up analysis, Kraut et al. (2002) however found that these associations had 
disappeared once the users had gained more Internet experience. Modifying the theory, Scott 
E. Caplan (2003) suggests that it is those who are lonely and depressed in the first place that 
may use the Internet to further their disconnection from meaningful social relations. 
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On the other side of the fence, more optimistic commentators maintain that 
online social interactions carry the ability to strengthen relationships, expand 
social networks and enhance people’s sense of self-involvement and social 
engagement. Notably, research on “cybercommunities” has shown that online 
social formations, such as virtual worlds and discussion fora, can be close-knit 
and communal in nature (see Bell & Kennedy, eds., 2000, and Fornäs et al., eds., 
2002), with the potential to carry over these experiences into offline life. 
Likewise, the Internet has been hailed as facilitating networking and social 
connections both online and offline. Baym et al. (2004), based on a study of the 
communication of college students, argue that there is no “trade-off” between 
face-to-face conversations and Internet interactions, but that individual relation-
ships are maintained through multiple media, with the Internet supplementing 
other communication channels. Similarly, a report by the Pew Internet and the 
American Life Project (Boase et al. 2006) emphasises that the Internet and e-mail 
increase and strengthen users’ existing social networks, as it shows that the more 
contact by e-mail, the more contact is held face-to-face and over the phone. The 
report consequently claims that “Americans are probably more in contact with 
members of their communities and social networks than before the advent of the 
internet” (ibid: iv). 

The two latter studies point to how networking is presently a significant part 
of online sociality. Reflecting ideas of the social network as a means for the 
individual to achieve a sense of security when traditional communities erode 
(Castells 2000, Wittel 2001), one of the authors of the Pew report, Barry Well-
man (2002, 2004), argues that a major change as a result of Internet use is the 
intensification of what he calls “networked individualism”. Wellman sees a 
development towards loosely structured networks, centred around “the per-
sonalization, portability and ubiquitous connectivity of the Internet” (2004: 29). 
Rather than being rooted in the home or elsewhere, individuals, each part of 
their personalized networks, become available for contact anywhere and at any 
time. To Wellman, this development is not destructive to local communities, but 
is instead part of a more flexible and mobile way of social connectivity, 
strengthening social bonds.  

In accordance with Wellman’s account, social networking can be understood 
as a positive aspect of what is often thought of as an increasingly “socialized” and 
participatory online media culture (see Jenkins & Deuze 2008: 5-6), which brings 
with it new creative freedoms and meeting spaces for the individual. But here, 
too, some scholars point to less elevating dimensions. Paul Hodkinson (2007) 
sees in a study of interactive online journals a tendency towards patterns of 
everyday interactions increasingly individual-centred, working against the 
formations of substantive communities. Similarly, Vincent Miller (2008) argues 
in an analysis of blogs, social networking sites and microblogs that online media 
culture is increasingly dominated by what he refers to as “phatic communica-
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tion”, where the maintenance of connections (and audiences) in itself has gained 
importance at the expense of dialogue and narrative in the way that people 
socialise. Miller sees this as indicative of a wider socio-cultural trend towards 
social relations based on “keeping in touch”, as opposed to building meaningful 
relationships, and which further is heavily commodified.5  

Focusing on a rapidly moving target, the debate about the Internet and com-
munity, then, entails fears as well as hopes about transforming social patterns. 
Although a body of evidence has shown how online communication can 
stimulate social contact, encourage “cybercommunities” and facilitate net-
working, the very same functions raise concerns about how new ways of 
socializing impact on the quality of social relationships and on existing com-
munity structures. From an everyday life perspective, it appears valuable to re-
flect further upon how users and non-users understand the developments 
sketched here within their day-to-day situations. For instance, how does the rise 
of the Internet as a social medium shape general experiences of social relation-
ships? What do online social networking practices mean for day-to-day habits 
and wider notions of social belonging? How do different generations understand 
online sociality? The following analysis will explore how ordinary people discuss 
and experience possibilities and limitations of online social interaction, within 
the fabric of their society.  

Notes on methods6  
As mentioned, the analysis draws on 16 semi-structured group interviews with 
two generations of inhabitants in or around Stockholm, totaling 45 participants. 
Eight groups with teenagers aged about 17 and eight groups with adults aged 
between 45-55 were included, and the groups were furthermore divided by sex 
and socioeconomic status. The group interviews constituted one qualitative, 
Swedish, part of the wider research project on “The Role of Media for Identity 
and Democracy” that is the basis for this anthology, and participants were 
recruited on the basis of their participation in the quantitative questionnaire on 
habits and attitudes regarding media, leisure, consumption and society. In the 
case with teenagers this meant that participants knew one another, as question-
naires had been distributed in schools. However, all participants were selected to 
provide a range of perspectives rather than for any particular media patterns, 
and their Internet experience varied accordingly. 

                                   
5 Online social platforms as part of capitalist ventures is an area some scholars (e.g., Fuschs 
2009: 23) see as underrepresentated in analyses of online social interactions. See Adam 
Arvidsson (2006) for an example of a study of commodification of social relations in relation 
to online dating.   
6 See anthology “Foreword and Introduction” and the Appendix “Additional Description of 
Methods” for a more detailed discussion of research methods, and for further information 
about the participants. 
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The discussions about online social interaction were included as part of the 
wider interview questions on experiences of media development, with the inter-
views in total lasting between one and a half to two hours. Questions concerning 
online sociality were general and open, in order to facilitate insights into public 
discourses around this subject and to stimulate interaction between participants 
about their own experiences. Despite constituting only a part of the interviews, 
the material provides a rich picture of the meanings of online sociality in 
everyday life. As with much qualitative research the wealth of material has meant 
a necessary selection of data for analysis. Notably, questions of gender and socio-
economic variations are downplayed in what follows – it is the generational per-
spective that is considered of most consequence, and the focus is on common-
alities within this basic framework.   

A generation gap? Perceptions of online sociality among 
teenagers and adults 
Not all of the participants were avid Internet users, but all had something to say 
about how the medium had become important for socialising. The topic of 
online sociality provoked lengthy conversations in the interviews, as a subject of 
concern, curiosity and enjoyment to the 17-year-olds and the adults. But, al-
though an engaging discussion topic within both age groups, there were signif-
icant generational differences in interpretations of this. The following section 
outlines this divergence in order to highlight how social practices associated with 
the Internet are perceptually linked to the young, and can work to distance 
generations from each other. 

Given that people in their 40s and 50s will have lived a considerable part of 
their life without digital communication technologies, whereas teenagers in 
Sweden have grown up with the Internet, mobile telephones and other digital 
media, it is not surprising that the older participants more commonly empha-
sised the Internet as the primary domain of the younger generation. Although 
most of the adults appeared to use the Internet for different kinds of social 
communication, this sentiment was illustrated in sweeping statements when 
discussing online sociality, such as “it’s a question of different generations”, or 
“it’s not our thing”. Often, the adults used their children as examples of genera-
tion differences. “They spend their whole lives in front of the Internet”, as one of 
the female participants described her teenage children’s generation. Likewise, 
online social interaction appeared a more spontaneous talking point to the 
teenagers, showing this as firmly integrated into their habits and conversations. 
For example, in all but one interview with teenagers the topic was spontaneously 
mentioned in an introductory discussion about their general media preferences 
and media developments, whereas it was only brought up spontaneously in one 
interview with adults. This corresponds with the results of the questionnaire, 
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where social Internet activities such as chatting and communities were shown to 
be more common among teenagers than among the adults. Likewise, the teen-
agers used the Internet in their leisure time more frequently than the adults (see 
Article 2).  

While the connection between the Internet and youth does not render online 
social communication irrelevant to older generations, it does underline how new 
media technologies become linked to specific “media generations” (see Bolin & 
Westlund 2009: 109-111, for a discussion), to whom a certain medium bear 
particular relevance, as well as putting into focus the idea of the young as at the 
vanguard of new social practice and technology. The representation of children 
and teenagers as “computer experts” has been shown to be persistent in the way 
families approach digital communication technologies, even though young 
people’s expertise is easily overvalued (Livingstone 2003: 149, 153). It was clearly 
observable in this study, where the adults repeatedly marvelled at the younger 
generation’s easy adoption of Internet technologies, for example describing teen-
agers as “up-to-date”, “fast in their heads” and “knowledgeable” when discussing 
their Internet use. This admiration is exemplified in the following discussion 
with a group of men about teenagers’ use of online games: 

Ture: … today, when they’re playing games, like (my son) Kalle, who plays 
something called World of Warcraft…  

Interviewer: Warcraft, that’s right. That’s a popular online… 

Ture: And in that they’re playing with these characters and at the same time 
they’re chatting… 

Interviewer: Oh yes. 

Mikael: You got to be fast-thinking [for that], you got to be fast. 

Ture: Well, they just think and at the top of their heads just… It just keeps 
flowing, like a geyser out of his head (laughs).  

Teenagers, then, were seen to belong to a fast-thinking, fast-talking new media 
generation, a perception strongly connected to ideas of the Internet. 

However, alongside the appropriation of the teenagers’ online competence, 
the adults’ accounts also illustrated how teenagers’ online social habits were felt 
to act as a barrier between the two generations. The discussions with adults 
brought up experiences of uncertainty regarding teenagers’ use of the Internet, 
with some explaining how their children’s online activities would leave them 
puzzled and shut off from contact. For instance, the same participant who de-
scribed her teenage son and daughter as “living” on the Internet, explained how 
she felt her children were “hiding” from her through their Internet use, using 
this as an excuse to avoid conversation or household work. Herself only an 
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occasional Internet user, she found it hard to answer the question of the more 
precise nature of her children’s online endeavours: 

Lena: Well, it’s this ms…, oh what is it, I don’t know all that they’re up to online. I 
don’t understand how they can be entertained for so many hours (online) but 
they evidently can. I suppose they build up networks of contacts. 

In repeatedly using uncertain terms such as “I don’t understand” and “I 
suppose”, this mother is clearly struggling even to put her children’s day-to-day 
activities into words, pointing to the challenge that generational differences in 
media and communication habits may pose within a family context.  

Experiences of a “distance” between generations were noticeable in the 
interviews with teenagers too. Some teenagers spontaneously mentioned their 
online social activities in relation to their parents’ concerns and worries, charac-
terising their own Internet habits on the basis of a dichotomy between young 
and old. This finding mirrors another qualitative study on young people’s 
experiences of the Internet, where young adults defined their online habits by 
means of distancing themselves from older people (McMillan & Morrison 2006: 
81). In the present study, the parents were used as reference points from which 
to contrast new media habits and social behaviour:   

Jenny: If you listen to your parents, well my dad has practiced hockey, floorball, 
football and whatever, and he’s all like ‘do some sports’ and ‘When I was at your 
age, I worked all summers and…’ (laughter). I mean… they didn’t sit in front of 
the TV or the Internet as much as we do today.  

These contrasts underline a “digital generation gap” (see Livingstone 2003: 149), 
whereby Internet use takes place in the context of different generational aspira-
tions and meanings around digital technology. Portrayals of adults as distant 
from the teenagers’ media activities can be understood as part of this “struggle”, 
and so can a conception of adults as ignorant of online social codes. In this 
excerpt from a group of keen online gamers it is, for instance, taken for granted 
that an “adult” would be unable to distinguish nuances of online language:  

Interviewer: But how do you notice that? You can’t see it on the person that he or 
she might be insulted… 

Emil: No, but (…) they may for example suddenly stop using capital letters… or 
won’t use a full stop anymore or use a lot of dots…. 

Ludvig: (…) or he might write that he’s pissed off, I mean, it’s such a subliminal 
language that… 

Emil: But, like, those who are starting out [in communities], or if an adult (my 
italics) tries to chat… they don’t notice those things. 
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One discussion with a group of teenage boys provided a particularly revealing 
glimpse into how different generational perspectives and habits could lead to 
conflicts in the home. In this discussion, a 17-year-old boy reflected upon how 
his Internet habits had caused a dent in the relationship to his father:   

Rickard: I am in the habit of coming home and turning on the computer. Then I 
say I’m home.  

(laughter) […] It’s just turned out that way…I go to my room straight away, kind 
of, and turn on the computer. Then I go and say ‘Hi dad, I’m home’.  

Interviewer: Why is that then?   

Rickard: Well, I don’t know. It’s just… I don’t know. It’s just the way it’s turned 
out. 

Interviewer: You want some time in front of the computer first, and then you 
can… 

Rickard: Yeah… […] But he’s always asking why I do that.  

Interviewer: Ok. 

Rickard: And I can’t say ‘well, I prioritise the computer instead of you’. (some 
laughter) I can’t say that. Well, I don’t [prioritise the computer], so I don’t wanna 
say that, kind of. But it’s so easy to come home, I take off my shoes, go to my 
room and then I just, just, turn on the computer. Then I go to tell him I’m home.  

Interviewer: So it’s still the first thing you do… 

Rickard: Well, that’s the way it’s turned out… […] He makes a big deal out of it, 
but he sort of stands… sometimes he can stand… he knew that I was gonna come 
home, and then he stood by the door like this and waited for me to come home, 
kind of.  

The picture of the father hovering by the door, desperately trying to talk to his 
son before he is submerged into the digital world, is telling of the everyday 
dilemmas that can arise in the offline environment, as generations relate in 
different ways to new communication technologies. 

As evidenced in this example, the adults were concerned about the 
consequences of the younger generation’s online activities. Mirroring popular 
and academic debates, these concerns included fears about the younger genera-
tion spending too much time on the Internet, losing connection to genuine com-
munities and to the ability to understand appropriate social codes offline, and 
being susceptible to Internet fraudsters. In all interviews with adults such 
concerns were mentioned, with some expressing strong worries about the 
developments. One female participant, for instance, remarked on children of 
today as “trapped” in front of the computer, describing them as “not having any 
experience at all of what’s going on outside of their own houses”. In contrast to 
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the discourse of teenagers as technology experts, the young were here seen as 
especially vulnerable. In particular, young people were considered at risk of 
becoming “addicted” to the Internet, whereas the older generation was seen as 
more resilient and better able to balance their social life with other activities: 

Berit: Well, you can understand those who get addicted (to online social 
activities). I think so, it’s not hard to understand, even if I was too old when I 
started this (communicating on the Internet), so I can’t really become addicted I 
don’t think. Or, perhaps you could. But I don’t think I’m in a danger zone or 
anything. […] 

Cecilia: I don’t think so, because we have been brought up in a different way. But 
I mean, when they’re started on this at such an early age, I mean… we’re talking 
about primary school here, I mean six years and upwards, with computers and all 
of it. […] 

Marie: I think we’re seeing a danger here.  

Cecilia: Exactly. I don’t think that it’s as risky for us. 

Marie: Because I at least think that for me, or that’s what I think anyway, that for 
me this is a complement, it’s nothing that takes over completely… 

Cecilia: Exactly.  

Marie: It’s a complement…  

Cecilia: A complement. But the younger… the younger they start… it takes over 
for many people.  

However, the discussions with teenagers showed that they, too, were acutely 
aware of public apprehension around Internet use. There were, for example, 
several spontaneous comments among the teenagers on the risk of fraudsters in 
online communities. Some also commented on what they perceived as “overuse” 
of the Internet by themselves or their peers, and, as shall be analysed in more 
detail later in the article, the topic of Internet addiction attracted much discus-
sion. Concerns about the vulnerability of the young were also mentioned in two 
of the groups with teenage girls, but with reference to the way that even younger 
people, or children, were unable to manage online social activities.  

Then, the discussions around online sociality interlinked with ideas of youth 
and with categorisations of generations. With the emphasis on the difference 
between young and old, a notable finding was how the new communication 
patterns had generated experiences of disconnection between the two genera-
tions. This can be viewed in the light of how different media experiences are 
thought to create “media gaps” between different social groups (Gumpert & 
Cathcart 1985: 23, in Bolin & Westlund 2009: 109), or to a “digital generation 
gap” being brought about by computer technology in everyday life. It is also 
indicative of a more general struggle between generations over definitions of 
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social change, which historically has centred on the introduction of a “new” 
medium, such as the radio and the television. As one male participant expressed 
it: “Old folks have always worried about the youngsters.” Yet, the next section 
will show that when considering online relationships within their own lives, 
there are many overlaps between the generations in the characterisations of the 
possibilities and challenges of socialising online. 

The Internet as a “glass wall”: relationships online  
Discussing how they met and kept in contact with people on the Internet, many 
participants from both age groups emphasised that, given the time and 
opportunity to do so, they liked to socialise with people offline. Nevertheless, 
online social interactions were valued for the convenience when managing busy 
daily schedules, for the flexibility of communication channels and genres and for 
the ease of keeping up a social network. As one teenage girl, who used MSN to 
keep in touch with distant friends, exclaimed: “Sure, it’s fun to do every now and 
again but I think it’s so much more fun to talk!”  Such statements demonstrate 
the supplementary position of the Internet in the management of social relations 
(Baym et al. 2004), and its strong role in the maintenance of existing contacts.       

Overall, the adults were more sceptical than the teenagers of meeting new 
people on the Internet, with one or more participants in each adult group 
claiming to have no experience of, or no interest in, expanding their social circle 
in this way. The teenagers on the other hand consistently offered examples of 
friends or relationships created on the Internet, with only one interview with 
teenage boys bringing up the viewpoint that the Internet was preferred solely to 
communicate with known contacts. Nevertheless, there were comments among 
the adults, too, that offered insights into how the Internet could be a treasured 
arena for getting to know new people. “I’ve never met as many people since I 
started hanging out on the Internet”, as one of the adults asserted, explaining 
later on how his partaking in online forums had “enriched” his social life.   

Demonstrating the permeable boundaries between “offline” and “online”, 
there were also many examples of how contacts initially established online had 
led to relationships in offline contexts, for example in stories about finding love 
online. As this adult man astutely points out, online relationships meander and 
change, with the potential to move across online and offline social settings: 

Interviewer: But do these (online) contacts stay within the forum? 

Roland: No, they change. Well, it was a new thing with chat (via online forums) a 
few years ago. It’s almost… it’s over ten years ago now. And then I was part of 
this place on the Internet, and that has, really, almost died now because so many 
of those who were there have met, and had kids, and… 

Kurt: Oh.  
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Roland: We hardly have time to meet anymore and so… But, it kind of… it 
changes in this way, the whole time.  

For some, as for this teenager, the online-offline distinction had proven to be 
precarious even in a supposedly anonymous environment, such as the online 
game:  

Emil: A really funny thing happened to my brother. He had been playing a game, 
and gotten some friends there and he talked with them through different means 
on the Net. And then he kind of played less and less, because he got bored with it. 
And then several months later… then a guy had called our house and asked if he 
was there…this guy had noticed that he had disappeared and gotten worried and 
thought: ‘What the fuck? Is he ill or something, I’d better check!’ 

Interviewer: He cared…? 

Emil: Yeah, so he’d done research on the mailing address, managed to get hold of 
my brother’s name, found the home number and then succeeded to call through 
this whole long research process, like. (laughs)  

Such examples show the link between online and offline relationships in 
everyday social encounters, supporting research perspectives that emphasise the 
contextual nature of online sociality.   

Yet, participants also shared experiences which showed that in certain 
situations, it was precisely the potential for anonymity that provided the draw to 
online relationships. When wanting to avoid the constraints of other kinds of 
relationships, the Internet, as one 17-year old girl poignantly expressed it, work-
ed as a “glass wall”, allowing for flexibility in self-presentation and, as others 
explained, protection from the risks involved when getting to know someone. 
For instance, the attraction of anonymity was emphasised in discussions with 
adult women about dating sites. Although dating sites were considered means to 
eventually get to know a potential partner, the online sphere, when it came to 
this particular activity, was experienced as a shield from embarrassment and 
risk-taking: 

Pernilla: […] but, if we take this dating business. I don’t want to have phone 
contact with them exactly, I don’t know them, I don’t want to give out my phone 
number or anything, so… The chat is an excellent opportunity to get to know one 
another… even though, in one way, with the computer… you don’t get that 
human contact, but you do get some idea of what kind of person it is and so on. 
And that is really good before you move on.  

Interviewer: Mm. So you can get to know each other a bit? 

Pernilla: Yeah, exactly.  

Catherine: But there… 
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Pernilla: You still get an idea… 

Catherine: Hang on. How do you know that you get to know someone… 

Pernilla: No… 

Catherine: Because it can just be, like, ‘I’m 25 and really good-looking’… 

Pernilla: But I’m also always 27. 

Catherine: Ok.  

(laughter) 

Interviewer: So it’s the same for both people? 

Pernilla: No, well, if I put it like this. These are, like, serious dating sites. Sure, 
there are unserious people there. But if you chat a little bit almost every day… I 
mean, you can read between the lines and figure out if that’s the case. And if 
nothing else… well, it is the case that everyone thinks they’re slim and good-
looking. And then when we meet it’s clear that… they aren’t necessarily good-
looking… 

Catherine: They’ve been standing in front of a distorted fun-house mirror. 

Pernilla: They haven’t been slim, but, well…almost fat I’d say. But it, it’s… 

Catherine: It’s really hard to discuss self-images.  

Pernilla: Yeah, right, but when it comes down to it I haven’t gone to the altar with 
them. I mean, I see them, I’m still anonymous to them, and vice versa, and you 
get to know them a little and what have you. You don’t date them straight away, 
but it’s this chat contact. So… 

In this discussion it is clear that certain online environments can be experienced 
as especially suited to identity play, again pointing to the multitude of online 
social activities. The study also included participants who experienced the Inter-
net as having opened up opportunities for the creation of more advanced multi-
ple identities and virtual relationships, similarly to Turkle’s (1996) informants. 
The teenage gamers, again, had found their online relationships to break down 
both age and gender barriers:  

Interviewer: Ok. So you…So Emil, you said it’s an advantage to communicate 
with people in that way? That you can better get to their personalities somehow? 

Emil: Well, your prejudices go away. 

Interviewer: Do they really? They do…?  

Emil: Yeah, for sure. I mean, I was chatting with this guy for six months, like, and 
he, like, he talked like he…he was alright, like, he had a cool mind that made me 
talk about really interesting things, and then, like, after half a year it emerged that 
he was 13 or 14 years or whatever. And I was like, ’Shit! I thought you were 18’. If 
he’d told me to begin with I would’ve been prejudiced and sort of looked down 
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on him, but now I talked to him, like, about everything between heaven and earth, 
and I didn’t have a clue.  

Johan: This is the way it is: prejudice never quite gets in the way when you talk 
online.  

Emil: So the Internet helps to break those kinds of prejudice. And maybe build up 
new kinds… (laughs) 

Ludvig: When I bought a game once I took on a female character, because it was 
fucking boring and I was like ‘Why not make a female character?’. Yeah, and I 
played and… and then there was a cool guy that started to talk to me, like, and I 
talked to him, in a normal way, you know. And then after a while he asked if he 
couldn’t go to Sweden and if he could sleep over… 

(laughter) 

Ludvig: And at first I didn’t get it. You know, I was like, ‘Erm, no, but sure, like, if 
you ever come over we could meet up and grab something to eat. Nice to meet up 
and talk’, like. But then… he started laying it on thick, and finally I was kind of 
‘Ok, I get it!’. 

(laughter)  

Although research has indicated that the performance of alternative identities is 
relevant only to a minority of Internet users (see Kennedy 2006: 864-865), the 
anonymity of online environments can clearly be conducive to alternative virtual 
relationships to some users and within some contexts. While “online sociality” 
can be discussed on a general level, then, the differing forms of social activity 
must obviously be recognised as shaping different kinds of relationships.  

Thus, whereas online social interaction was experienced by some as a 
practical way to maintain existing contacts or to establish new relationships, to 
others it entailed a more experimental social dimension, two approaches which 
could also differ depending on the online activity discussed. Similar contra-
dictions emerged when discussing levels of commitment online. On the one 
hand, socializing online was consistently referred to as “easier”, more “lazy” and  
“hassle-free”, and requiring less “effort” than being sociable in offline contexts. It 
was, for instance, mentioned as easier to send e-mails instead of talking on the 
telephone, and, just as in the previous excerpt about dating, the online relation-
ship initially appeared to require minimal emotional investment:  

Interviewer: But how… how do you, kind of, make contact with someone (in a 
community), then, or, how do you become friends or meet someone… do you 
just say something? 

John: Yeah, exactly. 
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Rickard: It’s just to talk. So if you don’t get an answer, you don’t care. And if you 
do, maybe you shouldn’t care anyway, because you never know who it might be. 
(laughs) 

[…] 

Interviewer: Mm. Is it easier to make contact, or…? You said that…? 

Rickard: Yeah, it’s easier, like, to write what you think than to say what you think. 

Interviewer: In what way, really? 

Rickard: Well, I don’t know. 

John: It’s two clicks. Then you can block that person, and you never have to see 
that person again.  

Being just “two clicks” away from removing that relationship out of the realms 
of experience, for the teenagers in this group the anonymity of online com-
munities evidently allowed for a cool, detached approach. Another discussion 
with a group of teenage boys provided an insight into how the online relation-
ship was valued precisely for this lack of commitment, as this, importantly, 
meant a reduced risk of rejection: 

Anton: It’s easy to, like, write ‘Hi’ instead of going up to someone on the street 
and just, ‘Well, hi’…(laughs) It'd be a bit strange. Kind of, like, ‘Well, hi, who are 
you?’, kind of thing.  

Interviewer: But why is that so much easier, if you think about it? 

Anton: Well, it’s like this… you’re anonymous. You don’t have to look them in 
the eyes, like this, ‘Hi’, and then get rejected, like… 

In the same group one of the participants reflected on how, even with regards to 
people he knew, the online means of communication was preferred to face-to-
face contact, as it was considered less demanding to have contact with people via 
the computer. Having contact with someone online, moreover, involved less 
effort because it was experienced as less ‘real’:    

Nils: Yeah, but if you see someone (on the street), like, ‘Oh yeah, that 
guy…maybe I should go up to them. No, I’ll wait until I get home’. (laughter) I’ll 
deal with it when I get home instead… when it isn’t real (my italics), kind of.  

Again, it is the virtual quality – the “glass wall” – of the online relationship 
that is valued, in these instances appearing to contribute to a more distant 
form of socialising.  

On the other hand, experiences of virtuality had also paved way for sincerity 
in communications, with relationships characterised by dedication and mutual 
disclosure. Comments on how the Internet was seen to unblock personal guards 
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correlate with research on how online social interaction facilitates intimate and 
confessional modes of communication (Henderson & Gilding 2004), and there 
were consistent examples of how participants felt that they could divulge more 
intimate information online. One teenage girl for instance explained how she felt 
that anonymous Internet contacts had provided especially valued listeners when 
she had personal troubles. Another teenage girl, who had been a member of 
several online fora a couple of years earlier, noted that the openness of her online 
friendships had been the most rewarding part of these:   

Erica: The positive thing that I noticed… when you talked to people on the 
Internet, it’s easier to say certain things. You don’t have to hear their voice, you 
don't have to see their faces, and then… difficult things are easier to say. And the 
fact that you can plan a little before you write something. […] You can take a little 
time to react.  

Interviewer: But this thing about difficult things being easier to say, why is that do 
you think? 

Erica: But, like, facial expressions and things like that affect you a lot when it 
comes to what to say or not. If it’s something you wanna say about yourself or 
about something you’ve found out about someone… then it can feel easier to say 
it if you dont know… because the other person is, like, completely nullified, you 
have no idea what he or she looks like.  

Some scholars (ibid: 501, Livingstone 2008: 402-403) have used Anthony 
Giddens' concept of the “pure relationship” (1991: 90) to describe the particular 
intimacy of online relationships. The pure relationship, according to Giddens, is 
a relationship that puts stock in flexibility, intimacy, mutual trust and per-
formance over reputation, appearance and social hierarchies; a form of social 
bond he argues is replacing relationships grounded within traditional com-
munity structures. Contrary to descriptions of online relationships as non-com-
mittal and disengaged, it is possible to see the participant descriptions of 
confessional online relations as an indication of how online sociality simultan-
eously may foster new forms of intimate relationships.  

“A party that never stops”: The constant connection and Internet 
dependency 
While there were intriguing paradoxes in characterisations of online 
relationships, the findings concerning experiences of connectivity and online 
networking were more clear-cut, with the interviews suggesting that online 
social practices had considerable influence on everyday routines, identity con-
structions, and feelings of belonging. However, as this was especially pro-
nounced in the discussions with teenagers, it is instructive to focus on the teen-
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age accounts in this section, especially in relation to their discussion of online 
communities of interest, such as fan sites, and social networking sites, such as 
the popular Swedish site LunarStorm,7 as these discussions brought up inter-
esting issues around aspects of identity-creation and Internet dependency.  

Social networking on the Internet was an especially keen topic of discussion 
for the teenagers, who had the most experience of this as users of online 
communities and social networking sites, where some of the participants 
proudly claimed to have extensive contact lists with over a hundred people. 
Alongside the practical ability to keep in touch with friends and acquaintances 
on the Internet, there were frequent comments on how it was easy to meet new 
people on these kinds of sites, without the physical restrictions of the offline 
environment. It was also obvious that a main attraction of online social net-
working was the ability to get an insight into the lives of other people: 

Nils: It’s an interest in other people, I think. Its probably that simple. Everyone 
has their own personal little page. And there are so many people and… well, you 
look at a friend’s page and you start to…. I don’t know, but everyone has a few 
different friends, like, and then you go ‘Ok, who's this?’ that you don’t have on 
your own list. (laughter) Then you start looking at that person and you might see 
that that is a person you …[might know of]… and that’s what I think is the most 
fun part…  

(laughter) 

Nils: You don’t need to be like that, but, like, you can have some form of control 
over people you don’t know. And the fun part is when you it’s somebody you 
might have met in real life maybe, or you have some distant acquaintance […] 
that you can still watch them, like this… (laughter) I think it’s really…. It’s a 
human thing to be a bit curious.   

Here, being part of an online network has little to do with the quality of the 
relationships, but with the way it satisfies curiosity about others. The way that 
Nils’ description is interrupted by several spots of laughter also indicates a 
somewhat “guilty” pleasure, with the desire to peek into other people’s lives of 
low cultural standing. Furthermore, this example of the pleasure in having 
“control” over, and being able to “watch” online contacts, draws attention to the 
way that online social networking can be analysed from the perspective of 
surveillance, whereby online communities and social networking sites enables a 
scrutiny of the lives of others.8  

                                   
7 See Skog 2005, for an analysis of how the technology of LunarStorm influences users ability 
to socialise.  
8 A recent analysis of social networking sites (Fuchs 2009) places these within the general idea 
of a “surveillance society”, whereby the way that the sites collate data about their users to sell 
to advertisers and market research organisations is connected to a more widespread develop-
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The teenagers were aware of how they themselves were watched within these 
online social environments, and corroborating previous studies on users of sites 
such as Facebook and MySpace (boyd 2007, Livingstone 2008), the discussions 
exemplified how online networking played a role to self-presentations and 
positioning within peer groups. Nils from the previous quote, for example, 
explained how he appreciated being able to show off certain aspects of himself 
online, referring to his activity as “a form of exhibitionism”. Similarly, com-
ments from a teenage girl about the popular Swedish site Bilddagboken (the 
Picture Diary), a form of an illustrated interactive diary, highlighted that some 
saw overt identity performances as connected to a yearning for popularity and 
confirmation about their self-worth: 

Sara: I think that many people use sites such as Bilddagboken as a kind of 
confirmation of that ‘I have friends and that my life is interesting’. […] There are 
a lot of people who uploads pictures of themselves, like, and then go ‘Oh, I'm so 
ugly!’ when really they look great, and then all their friends are like ‘Honey pie, 
you're so pretty! Kisses!’. I see that everywhere.  

In another group with teenage girls it was similarly stressed how giving and 
receiving compliments and commenting on peer profiles could be a way to 
achieve a higher standing in the peer group, although one of the girls here noted 
that “too much” activity could have the opposite effect, resulting in a “forum 
troll” – someone desperate to achieve popularity on the sites. Likewise, a group 
of teenage boys explained how the links to others were crucial for showing who 
you are, supporting research on how, within some online environments, identity 
is shown by stressing group belongings rather than through a personal narrative 
(e.g., boyd 2007, Zhao et al. 2008, Livingstone 2008).   

While online social networking encompasses more than simply keeping in 
touch with people, the habit of using the Internet for such interaction is in itself 
a noteworthy feature of everyday life, contributing to the connectivity associated 
with the Internet. All of the teenage and most of the adult groups included 
participants who explained how they felt disconnected, uncomfortable or “out of 
touch” during times without Internet access, showing the centrality of this habit 
to day-to-day routines. To some of the participants, it had become so central 
that they described it within the framework of “addiction”. “The more time you 
spend there, the more of your social life is there and the more you wanna be 
there”, explained one teenage girl, in response to accounts of peers who found it 
hard to control their Internet use. Another, who spontaneously referred to her-
self as an “Internet addict”, explained how her online social contact made it hard 
to go to bed: 

                                                                                                                                               
ment of different forms of surveillance of citizens. It is interesting in this respect to note the 
surveillance performed by the users themselves.      
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Mariana: When you're going to bed for example, you think: ‘Oh no, now I just 
thought of this!’ And then I log in again and do certain things. Then I might prom-
ise myself that I’m just going to be ten minutes, but then it’s half an hour, or 40 
minutes. And then it kind of feels… you get disappointed all the time. Yeah. At 
the same time you feel that ‘Well, but why shouldn’t I log in and have fun?’, kind 
of.   

A striking finding in the questionnaire was that slightly more than half of the 
teenagers found the Internet “addictive” (see Article 2), which again correlates 
well with the observations from these discussion groups. In one group of teenage 
boys this kind of forceful use was related to a fear of “missing something” – 
being disconnected from the Internet was likened to missing an ongoing party: 

Jonathan: It's this need to always be updated.  

Nils: Yeah, exactly. A bit like, ‘Ok, now there are 4 billion people online at the 
same time as me’. And if I then disconnect, what am I gonna miss out on? You do 
miss out on something, both… well, you can miss out on anything, kind of. 

Jonathan: Something unexpected. 

Nils: You could be the first to find out about a world news, or, like, the first to see 
the pictures from the weekend (on the sites). 

(laughter) 

Nils: Well, I don't know… Most of the time when I’m by the computer there’s 
absolutely nothing happening. (laughter) But you anticipate that someone might 
send a really exciting message, kind of, something fun. 

Jonathan: You click on the inbox 220 times before anything arrives.  

Nils: Yeah, updating…and soon, maybe, someone of interest… might log on.  

(laughter) 

Nils: And then you can talk to that person: ‘Hello, hello.’ 

[…] 

Jonathan:…the thing is you're really scared of missing out on something… It’ like 
a party and you’re not there.     

In an article on what she calls “the tethered self”, Turkle (2008) argues that 
mobile and online communication technologies have contributed to a state 
where people, on a physical and pshychological level, are increasingly bound to 
their online selves, dependent on the gratifications offered by these aspects of the 
individual identity. Suggesting that this state is even more compelling to adoles-
cents, her analysis bears relevance to what was found in the present study. In 
three of the teenage groups drug metaphors were used to describe this more 
compulsive element to their Internet use. The online gamers – one of whom 
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stated he had used to play online games for nine hours per day – for example 
referred to heroin when discussing the attraction of the medium:    

Ludvig: Well, when I sit by the computer and don’t use the Internet, then I feel… 
well, the hardest, the thing that I get anxious about, it is that I feel lonely. Because 
if you’re online then you know you’re not lonely. I’m not the only person sitting 
there, like… 

Emil: Online…you just feel secure knowing that they (other people) are there. 

Ludvig: Yeah. It’s like having a heroin shot next to you, just to push in the needle, 
like, whenever you want to. (laughs)   

While the participants in this particular discussion group were at the more 
extreme end of Internet use, and the references to drugs, as shown in the 
humorous approach, should not be interpreted as a seriously intended compari-
son, a feeling of dependency on the online social connection, then, was wide-
spread. So was the experience of being left out when not online. To some, as the 
comment on being “lonely” when offline shows, the connection to others online 
had become of such significance that even minor discontinuities raised fears of 
social isolation.  

The examples above open up challenging issues for analysis. The teenagers’ 
accounts initially appear to follow Wellman’s (2002, 2004) conception of the 
“constant connection” of networked individualism, whereby the Internet and 
other digital media have placed flexible networks at the centre of social life. 
However, rather than showing this as an unproblematic development, with 
people simply having better and more flexible opportunities for social contact, 
the findings draw attention to the struggles involved when getting to grips with 
technology that allows “constant” connection, but only at the expense of with-
drawal from other activities. The teenagers’ stories of connectivity show how this 
contributes to experiences of being part of a wider community in its most loose 
definition – of friends, contacts and, more vaguely defined, other Internet users. 
Taking part in the social “party” of the Internet, here, means having access to an 
important site of identity construction, being able to feel noticed and popular 
among peers, and being linked to the security of a social network. But, as these 
gains are based on continuous performance and updates, even necessary breaks 
from the online social sphere, such as during sleep or school, can cause a tear in 
the role achieved within the network, with the pleasure of this “virtual 
togetherness” (Bakardieva 2004) framed by the fear of exclusion. The comments 
on loss and loneliness when being offline illustrate the discrepancy between the 
experience of a constant connection, with its promise of constant togetherness, 
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and an everyday life which by necessity is restricted by offline responsibilities, 
and ultimately by the physicality of the human body.9  

Although this study is obviously limited in scope, it thus provides evidence 
for how online sociality can contribute to the experience of a continuous 
connection to others, which in turn interlinks with a desire for togetherness and 
belonging. That this “search for a community”, to use Zygmunt Bauman’s 
(2001) description of the contemporary striving for social belonging, has its 
limitations is also clear. The comments on feeling “disappointed” when going 
online only to find that no message is waiting in the inbox, or that no one has 
made a comment on their online profile, further illustrates how the notion of 
continuous social interaction provides the lure of a complete togetherness and 
the frustration of unfulfilled expectations.  

Conclusion 
Taking a wide perspective on the role of online social interaction in everyday 
life, this analysis has provided some exploratory insights into the centrality of 
Internet-based social relations in a society with widespread Internet access. 
Basing the analysis on discussions with two generations of Internet users in 
Stockholm, the intent was to fill a gap in the qualitative research on online social 
communication, which, although a highly diverse and wide-spanning field, has 
tended to investigate either specific spaces for, or types of, online social inter-
action, or, when looking at the audience/user end, primarily focusing on young 
Internet users. A limitation of the study is that it is necessarily unspecific in the 
discussion of different types of online activities, as it is the general experiences of 
the trend of online sociality in everyday life that take centre-stage. Yet, this 
approach has allowed for discussion of how various social activities on the Inter-
net interconnect in the creation new social dimensions and practices.  

It is evident that participants experienced the Internet as of increasing impor-
tance to social life, seeing online sociality as a trend with significant impact on 
day-to-day routines and ways of managing social relationships. As the adults and 
teenagers differed in their ways of perceiving and engaging with this trend, 

                                   
9 Exclusion from the online social sphere is of course not just a question of temporary 
disconnection from the Internet but on another level related to the well-documented “digital 
divides” linked to social difference and technological competence. The “generation gap” 
sketched earlier to some extent bears evidence of this, and there were individual examples in 
the study of participants who felt barred from online social activities due to inabilities with 
computer technology. One woman with teenage children was for example curious to know 
more about blogs but did not know how to find them online, whereas a teenage girl with 
dyslexia found online communication difficult and too text-based, and another stated that she 
avoided the Internet because she was uncomfortable with online social codes, not knowing 
“how to behave there”. That these participants were all females from low-education back-
grounds can serve as a reminder of continous divisions that shape Internet use in general and 
that have a bearing on the participation in new social spaces (see DiMaggio et al. 2004). 
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however, it could be seen as pushing the two generations apart; contributing to a 
“digital generation gap”. Representations of teenagers as both Internet experts 
and as especially vulnerable to the perceived threats of online social activities are 
illustrative of how public discourses around this trend are centred on ideas of 
youth and on dichotomies between young and old. Nevertheless, when looking 
at actual possibilities and challenges posed by the presence of online social 
relationships within participants’ everyday life, there were many overlapping 
areas. For young and old, characterisations of online relationships showed the 
connections between the offline and online spheres on the one hand, and the 
appreciation of the virtuality and anonymity of the online social environments 
on the other. Similarly, the online relationship facilitated a particular intimacy 
and openness, but was also experienced as more disengaged and distanced than 
face-to-face contacts. These contradictions show the difficulty for researchers 
when trying to pinpoint the nature of online relationships, drawing attention to 
the multitude and nuances of online social relations not necessarily apparent in 
studies of specific Internet phenomena. 

While there were similarities between the two generations in their 
experiences of online relationships, there was likewise a commonality in terms of 
how, for regular users, the online social activities had contributed to the 
experience of dependency on a “constant” connection to other people. Not sur-
prisingly, this was however more pronounced in the discussions with teenagers 
and particularly visible in discussions of networking on online communities and 
social networking sites. As shown, the teenagers’ accounts can be understood 
through theories of how Internet use facilitates social ties between people, 
strengthening existing networks and opening up for new contacts. Wellman’s 
idea of “networked” individualism, for example, sits well with these descriptions 
of expansive individualised networks, held together through continuous online 
performances and flexibility in communications. However, it was also clear that 
the notion of a constant connection comes at a price. One of the more striking 
findings of the study concerns the stress created by necessary disconnections 
from the online social sphere, pointing to a difficulty for individual Internet 
users when grappling with the feeling of a constant connection while being 
restricted by day-to-day demands on time and by physical limitations on 
Internet use. 

The study has highlighted some of the complexities around the social 
practices that emerge as the Internet becomes further embedded into everyday 
life. While the Internet connects people, enabling practical and creative means of 
social contact, the discussions with participants also revealed experiences of an 
increased distance between generations, and of struggles when trying to cope 
with continuous updates and connectivity. The use of the Internet for day-to-
day social interaction, then, connects and disconnects, unites and fragments. As 
further research is needed to investigate more precisely how social practices and 
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meanings transform with the development of online technology, it is illustrative 
to finish the article with a last quote from the interviews. A 17-year old boy, 
reflecting on the social role of the Internet among his peers, provides a final, 
telling, account of the complicated notions of social change: 

…when you were younger, then…you spent more time with, all your friends, 
outside and stuff. And you still do, of course, but it… it is one step further today 
to go out and do something with someone than…like the way it was before, like. 
Now we can socialise on the Internet and it is actually working quite well, like. 
Sure, you misunderstand each other more, but…It's ok. Erm, and then you can 
like the idea, erm, many people probably like the thought that you can sit there 
on… on the Internet and be able to talk to several people at once. And that is 
very… that is really good. You get to know more people that you’re interested in, 
which… you might never have talked to them otherwise. Erm… but then if you 
look at it from another side… if the Internet didn’t exist, then maybe you’d… 
maybe it would be considered more normal to go up to someone and talk to 
them. I don’t know. Here in Sweden, like, we don’t talk to each other much really, 
I mean on the tube and stuff. It’s kind of crazy, really, but you can’t break the 
trend. That’s not possible.  
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